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Welcome. We welcome Loann Tran who replaces Tuyen Nguyen as the A&R representative. She brings part-time 
employee, and former SCC student, Jay Nguyen with her. Also Vincent Vargas will represent ASG this semester. 

First Class Programs. Don went in a removed all the First Class Program navigation links from department pages. 
Don will ask Anh to remove the link from the ABOUT drop-down. 

Canvas Link. Scott James created a landing page that tells about the upcoming change to Canvas, and links to both 
Canvas and Blackboard sites. We liked it. Via email communications, some edits were suggested (like changing the 
logo size) and the changes were made. We looked at the new tab design that Anh created and thought that will be 
fine. Ready to move forward. Don will ask Anh to make the change. 

Web Accessibility Statement and Guidelines. We tabled the discussion regarding the Statement and Guidelines until 
the next meeting. Then we will approve and move it up to Technology Committee to become official. 

Accessibility Issue Feedback. Don created the feedback form and we approved. Alfonso will need to set up an email 
that will get notification whenever feedback is received. It was determined that the following will have access to that 
email address: Phillip Tran, Don Busche, Alfonso Oropeza, Dean Hopkins, and Amy Styffe.  

What we need now is a landing page for the handicapped icon link that will have a synopsis of the Web Accessibility 
Statement and Guidelines, plus navigation links to the full document, DSPS, and the feedback form. Don will create 
this page. Alfonso wants College Council to buy off on the repurposing of the handicapped logo before we move 
forward, so no one is surprised. Alfonso will handle that. 

Emergency Notification Procedure. Dean documented the procedure based on what was learned during the recent 
fire evacuations. This procedure is attached to these minutes and will be linked on our website. 

Discrimination and Harassment. There is a requirement to have a link on the homepage to where one can lodge a 
complaint for discrimination and harassment issues. John Hernandez asked Dean to make that happen. He has 
made it part of the footer below.  

 

Suggestions for the homepage. Jay Nguyen works in A&R. He gets a lot of the same phone calls, people asking 
“when can I register for classes?” He reported that page views spike in September and October. And people aren’t 
finding the answer to their questions. Most people are viewing the webpage on a mobile device and what they see 
first is the videos (the quilt of micromoments). He suggested the Noteworthy/Calendar/News Releases section be 
moved higher on the page. Having the dates in front of them will create a sense of urgency. We cannot change the 
layout of the homepage (those decisions were directed by the Marketing Task Force.) The Noteworthy section would 
be a good way to get the word out. Don and Jay will work together on creating Noteworthy notifications. 

ASG Town Hall. Vincent Vargas reported that the ASG will hold a town hall meeting next week, and survey the 
students on various topics to determine those that are important to them. Would we like to add any questions? Loann 
had a suggestion. Phil suggested putting the survey online so that the results are tabulated automatically. It would 
save ASG hours of data entry later. Vincent and Phi will get together to make that happen. 

Signature Programs. After everyone left, there was continued discussion about Signature Programs and how to 
promote them. Alfonso received direction from Tech Committee to add SIGNATURE PROGRAMS to the Academics 
drop down, just after Career-Technical Programs. Add a graphic to the sliding carrousel. Both the graphic and the 
dropdown link will connect to a new Signatures Program landing page that replaces the current First Class Programs 
page. This new landing page will include a brief description of Signature Programs, and begin to feature the 
Signature Programs that are in turn to promote via the website. It will include a link to the Academic Senate page that 
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describes fully what a Signature Program is. As Public Affairs begins to promote the Signature Programs, Don will 
develop webpages to display the SPs promotional content and connect them from the new SP landing page. 

 

Action Items 

OLD 

 Don will investigate a randomly rotating image web part. 

 ALL OF US will review the Web Accessibility Statement and Guidelines document and submit any edits 
directly to Don, prior to the next meeting in December. 

 Don will create a landing page for the handicapped logo link with Accessibility information. 

 Alfonso will update SiteImprove handouts/website to reflect their site design changes. 

 Isabel will create a landing page for OEC’s “Apply Online” and Don will get the link added. 
 

NEW  

 Alfonso will present to College Council our plan involving the Handicapped and DSPS logos. 

 Don will ask Anh to initiate the blackboard tab changes and link to Scott’s new landing page. 

 Don will ask Anh to remove First Class Programs and add Signature Programs from drop downs. 

 Alfonso will set up email account for Accessibility Issue Feedback form to report to. 

 Don and Jay will create appropriate Noteworthy content for A&R. 

 Victor and Phil will work to automate ASG’s survey for the Town Hall. 

 Don will create a page to highlight Signature Programs as stories become available. 


